
THE MAGIC OF THINKING RICH DAY-4 SUMMARY (ENGLISH)

The Magic of Thinking Rich Season-4 Day-4 by Coach BSR begins with the powerful round of
celebration with the new Song “Ho jaa nidar, Ban jaa nidar…” followed by BSR Sir’s signature
move “Shake your body and say YES”

BSR Sir describes the beautiful composition of the two new songs of the Magic of Thinking
Rich. How the meaning of each line can be related to life.

Celebration of the second newly composed song “Soch se hum takdeer badal den..”
followed by the signature move to keep energy high.

BSR Sir shared  testimonial videos.

For all updates including daily morning meditation visit Page https://www.askbsr.com/live

BSR Sir speaks about the real freedom that is achieved by staying in a joint family and be
mentally free by avoiding small conflicts. Small things make life more meaningful and beautiful.

BSR Sir explains the power of words with Ashwathama’s story where Yudhisthir was afraid to
give the news of Ashwathama’s demise to Guru Dronacharya to win over war. Then how Lord
Krishna convinced him with the power of words.

https://www.askbsr.com/live


BSR Sir shares the importance of Aadat, Sangat, Guru and also Anand Kumar Sir’s message
about the positive feedback of the workshop reaching all the corners of the world. Anand Sir will
be again a part of the workshop soon.

“Ab Bada Soch Raha Hai India” and this premium workshop “Magic of Thinking Rich'' is
reaching the maximum people free of cost.

Important Announcements: for all updates daily visit Page https://www.askbsr.com/live
10 lucky winners will be awarded with gifts daily based on:

Contest 1: Think Rich Gyani where 5  lucky winners will be picked up randomly get gift
hampers from Mystery Bakery

Contest 2: Share your learning or feedback from each episode of The Magic of Thinking Rich
Season 4 and share in social media (Instagram, FaceBook, Twitter, Linkedin) and win the most
powerful training on life transformation by Coach BSR and that is the one and only Commando
Training.

The power of The Magic Of Thinking Rich: 7.5 lakhs people watched in the last 3 days of the
Magic of Thinking Rich season 4.

THE MAGIC OF THINKING RICH: WE WILL NOT LEAVE ANY STONE UNTURNED - BSR

https://www.askbsr.com/live


Importance of Learning:
BSR explains the concept of attaining success and earning more Cash.
If you want Cash, work on KASSH

When you stop Learning, you stop Winning.

K–Knowledge
A–Attitude
S–Skills
S–Strategies
H–Habit

People talk about CASH but they fail to work on their knowledge, attitude, skills, strategies and
habits.

BSR Sir shared the powerful technique with examples of how one can achieve Money easily. In
Fact he himself  spent an enormous amount on learning to develop KASSH.

KASSH has the power to change any individual with a positive approach towards life.

BSR Sir explained about the 11 Powerful Laws of Your Subconscious Mind:

1) Our Subconscious Mind doesn’t understand the difference between imagination &
reality

2) Subconscious Mind does not understand languages, It only understands pictures

3) Subconscious Mind does not understand the difference between past, present,
future, day and night, man and woman.

4) Subconscious Mind is always active and never sleeps.

5) Subconscious Mind is lazy

6) It takes the command as it is and doesn’t have the
mechanism to distinguish between right & wrong.

7) It is like a stubborn kid

8) It is so powerful that it can make you achieve anything.

9) You can always program & reprogram your Subconscious Mind



10) It’s a connection making machine.

11) It is the one who punishes you & rewards you.

BSR Sir shared these 11 powerful  laws of the subconscious mind and will be
explained in detail in the upcoming sessions.

“IF YOU SUPPORT THE WORLD SELFLESSLY THE WHOLE UNIVERSE WILL SUPPORT
YOU ENDLESSLY” This powerful thought was attracted in life and the entire world now
supports the mission.

Important Announcements: for all updates daily visit Page https://www.askbsr.com/live

Congratulations to all the Lucky Winners of Day 4

https://www.askbsr.com/live


Congratulations to all the Lucky Winners of Day 4

BSR Sir shares the Day- 5 topic to be “ Understand Law of Attraction in the simplest way ”.

Celebration on the new powerful song of The Magic of Thinking Rich “Soch se hum tasveer
badal den”

Day 4  ends with the gratitude message and power packed celebration.


